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No change in the official drought status in NC. 
Curious since we've had decent rain/snow events 
lately. Sometimes I'm not convinced these reports 
are given the most care week by week.

TV Meteorologist
@GreenScreenGuy
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How was this 
map created?

Who is discussing 
drought in NC, and 

how often?

How can I find 
out about local 

conditions?

What does 
the forecast 

show?

How is this 
affecting my

sector?

Why doesn’t this map 
reflect conditions I’m 

seeing in my area?



Project Objectives
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The common nighthawk. Photo by Andy Reago 
and Chrissy McClarren, shared under CC BY 2.0.

Project Nighthawk

Identify info. needs

Develop resources

Evaluate and refine

Communicate!



Our Target Sectors
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Agriculture Water Resources

Forestry



Initial Survey Results
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0%                      10%        20%  30%              40%

For what purposes or decisions do you use the US Drought Monitor?

To monitor drought 
conditions

To communicate drought 
conditions

To trigger specific actions

Other

I don’t use the USDM



Initial Survey Results
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0%                            10%                           20%                          30%                           40%

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Seasonally

Annually

Unsure

To your knowledge, how often is the US Drought Monitor updated?



Initial Survey Results
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0%                          25%                       50%                        75%                       100%

For your sector, how important are the following types of info.?

Past data

Current conditions

Short-range        
(1-7 day) forecasts

Medium-range    
(1-3 week) forecasts

Long-range (monthly, 
seasonal) forecasts



Initial Survey Results
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Static maps/graphs
Email and/or text alerts

Infographics
Animated maps/graphs
Fact sheets (1-2 pages)

Story maps
Videos

Webinars
Blog posts/newsletters
Audio (podcasts, radio)

Written reports (>2 pages)
Tweets

0%                          25%                       50%                        75%                       100%

Please rate how useful each drought information format is for you.



Drought Process Story Map
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on ncdrought.org



Weekly Update Infographics
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Weather Outlooks
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Basin-Level Water Summaries
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Water Supply Dashboard
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New IoW Tool



Work Since Nighthawk
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Sharing With Other States
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https://go.ncsu.edu/drought-template



Recommendations
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• Understand who is using drought information 
– and for what purposes
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• Understand who is using drought information 
– and for what purposes

• Consider sharing regular updates with them 
via avenues they already use
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• Understand who is using drought information 
– and for what purposes

• Consider sharing regular updates with them 
via avenues they already use

• Translate technical details, but don’t 
oversimplify



Recommendations
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• Understand who is using drought information 
– and for what purposes

• Consider sharing regular updates with them 
via avenues they already use

• Translate technical details, but don’t 
oversimplify

• Collect feedback and evaluate usefulness 
early and often



Usage Examples
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In outreach to homeowners, growers, 
industry associations, & the community. 
“I reference this info. in a monthly 
newsletter our director sends out.”

“So [my supervisors] have a better 
understanding as to why we are having 
high fire danger/fire occurrence and 
subsequent overtime and hazard pay.”

Answering questions from the media 
and the public. “The content is relevant, 
well-organized, and in plain language.”

“I use these to explain why 
the drought map looks like 
it does to those unfamiliar 
with the NC DMAC/USDM 
procedures for determining 
the drought status.”

“Graphics always help.”

“Having the information 
coming from an outside 
subject matter expert
carries more weight…”



Questions? Suggestions?

Contact Me!

Corey Davis
cndavis@ncsu.edu
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